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STLWS’s 22nd Annual Juried Exhibition
Our exhibition at Norton’s Fine Art & Framing at 2025 S
Big Bend Blvd is under way and a beautiful representation
of the talent that our organization’s artists possess. We
had 77 artists submit 133 paintings of which our honored
juror, Yuki Hall, TWSA, OWS, WPA, selected 77.
Unfortunately one painting was over the size limitation so
had to be excluded from the show, leaving 76 paintings on
display. If you have not seen the exhibition, please visit
Norton’s Fine Art & Framing gallery before the show
closes. The exhibition closes on May 7, with retrieval of
artwork May 10 to May 14, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., at the
gallery.
Yuki Hall’s juror’s statement on the exhibition follows:
“I am honored and humbled to be asked to judge this
year’s Juried Exhibition for the St. Louis Watercolor
Society. The quality of work submitted was astonishing. By
viewing through the images of paintings of so many
talented artists, I was reminded of the gravity of the
responsibility of judging a show with such a high level of
competence. At the same time, I was deeply affected by
the aspirations of all the submitting artists. It truly was a
joy for me to be a part of this exhibition.
Although judging an art exhibition is a highly subjective
process, my decision making is always guided by several
criteria. First, I look for the artist’s ability to utilize the
elements and principles of design. Did the artist use shape,
values, color and edge quality effectively to create a
powerful and yet pleasing composition? Is the composition
visually balanced? Does the composition lead the viewer’s
eyes into the artwork? Secondly, I evaluate the technical
craftsmanship. Is the artist capable of fully utilizing the
unique characteristics inherit in the watercolor medium?
Third, I assess the originality. Does the artist have an ability
to elicit unique and compelling elements out of subject
matter that is quite ordinary otherwise? Lastly, I bow to an
artwork that exhibits the artist’s emotional connection to
the content of the work, with an infectious power that
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also affects me emotionally.
Congratulations to all the artists whose talent and vision
became a part of this wonderful exhibition. If your work
did not get included, please do not get discouraged. We
have all been there. Let’s keep painting!
I would like to again thank the St. Louis Watercolor Society
for trusting and honoring me to take on this important
task.”
We thank all the artists who entered the exhibition, all the
volunteers who worked to make the event possible, and
congratulate our new signature members and award
winners.
Our new Signature status members are:
Maureen Brodsky, Claudia Broom, Christina Collier, Susan
Pisoni and Angela Russell.
Our Award Winning paintings are:
1st Place, Judge’s Choice, $200
Alicia Farris

Contemplation
Watercolor

2nd Place, Award of Excellence, $150
Janine Helton

Little Red Headed Boy
Watercolor

3rd Place, Award of Achievement, $100
Fran Kempin

My Passion

Watercolor
Mary Mosblech Tribute Award, $100
Patricia Long

Music Flowing
Watercolor
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Renae Baker Tribute Award, $50
Mary Riney

Colorado Waterfalls

Watercolor & Gouache
Lindbergh High Self-Help Painters
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Watercolor
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A summary of the exhibition is posted on
our website under the Exhibits tab, 2022
AJE. It shows more about the exhibition
with images of all the award winning
paintings and Yuki Hall’s comments on
them.
Here is a photo from the 22nd Annual
Juried Exhibition Awards Ceremony held at
the gallery on April 8th.

Watercolor

Award of Recognition # 2, $50
Julie Bantle

Deb Dey
Exhibits

Watercolor

Thinking Out Loud

Jane Hogg,
Secretary

Connie Schmidt,
Workshops

The Shrimp Fleet

Rescued

Award of Recognition # 3, $50
Karen Romani

Tulip 1

Watercolor
Award of Recognition # 4, $50
Chris Flesor

And some of our new Signature status members.

Spicey!

Watercolor
Award of Recognition # 5, $50
Susan Pisoni

Samson in Blue
Watercolor

Award of Recognition #6, $50
Linda Wilmes

New York City Night Lights II
Watercolor

Honorable Mention #1
Mary Drastal

Do You Hear What I Hear?
Watercolor

Honorable Mention #2
Carolyn Cleveland

Nap Time

Watercolor
Honorable Mention #3
Shirley Nachtrieb

House on Second Street
Watermedia

Honorable Mention #4
Marilynne Bradley

Crowded Cove
Watercolor

Honorable Mention #5
Gib Palangsuptawi

Alicia Farris Demo for the STLWS
Alicia Farris gave a live Zoom demo of a
portrait of Marilynne Bradley on March 16th
for members of the STLWS with the session
recorded and put on YouTube for members’
viewing through the month on March 2022.
Alicia used a photo of Marilynne as her
reference. She had the photo, her paper and
palette in the view for the recording. Her
iPad was also used with the photo of
Marilynne so she could zoom in to see
details as she painted.
Portraits are difficult, Alicia explained,
especially if you are emotionally connected
to the person being painted. When you are
beginning with portraiture, it is better to use
people you don’t know.
At the start of the demo, Alicia went over
(Continued on page 3)
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her materials:
Her palette is divided warm on one side and
cool on the other, with 3 warm colors (WN
Raw Sienna, Alizarin Crimson, Burnt Sienna)
and 3 cool colors (Peacock Blue or
Manganese Blue, Mineral Violet, Ultramarine
Blue), with light, medium and dark in value
for each warm and cool selection of colors.
Paper: 300 lb. hot press paper which allows
the paint to move freely and dry quickly
while not rippling. Tape the top of the paper
to your board.
Brushes: Silver Black Velvet size 12 and 16
for most of the work and a size 8 for detail.
Alicia likes rounds for faces.
Alicia put her paper on an upright angle of
60 to 70 degree so the paint would travel
down the paper; working wet on dry paper
which gave her more control.
Note: studying anatomy is important for
portrait painting.
While practicing your
drawing is very important, when doing a
portrait for a commission or to duplicate a
photo, transferring the image to your paper
will give you a more exact outcome.

Demo:
The first step was planning where Alicia
needed to save the white of the paper for
highlights. She does not leave highlights on
fingers as it draws too much attention to
them.
The painting started with the
background in the upper right corner using
red and blue, moving on to the face with
blue, adding yellow on the warm side of the
face. She added juicy paint, moving down
the paper, warm to cool and changing colors
as she saw a change in value. She wanted a
luminous undercoat, saving the white of the
paper where needed. She didn’t go too far
with one color and didn’t stay inside the
lines. She looked for shapes and colors. She
added warm tones where the light hit
Marilynne’s shoulder. Colors add so much
interest. With the first layer finished, she let
the paint dry so the next layer will not
become muddy.
The second layer started at the upper right
corner again and defined the edge of the
hair. She didn’t want placement of colors to
match from one side to the other. Warm on
top of warm makes the area warmer, cool
over cool makes the area cooler, and warm

over cool neutralizes the area. Alicia treated
Marilynne’s glasses as one shape, painting
around the rims. Soften your color with
another color rather than water. Think of
fingers and hands as planes. Paint the planes
first (do big shapes first), then you can add
the finger details. Clean your brush when
going from warm to cool, but cleaning is not
necessary when going from warm to warm
or cool to cool.
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LOOK WHO’S
JOINED THE
CREW
Georganne Nixon
Gretchen Gackstatter

On the third layer Alicia had to be more
mindful with where she put her shapes and
colors (warm or cool). She watched for
details. Hair is a shape, not strands. Don’t
lose track of what attracted you to the
subject to paint. Be sure you tell the story
that inspired you about the piece. There is
no right or wrong with the use of cool or
warm colors – just get the value right.
Define spaces between the fingers with
darks, but remember it is easy to overdo
appendages. Don’t do the mouth in one
color: alternate warm and cool.

New Address

Alicia usually does 4 or 5 layers. Let the
paint dry before going too far. Then at the
end use a smaller #8 brush to add detail.
Work evenly along in light layers. Do line
work last. Big shapes need to be done first,
small shapes last. And get rid of hard edges
at the ends of the paper. Softening the
corners of the painting keep the viewer’s
attention on your focal point.

Phone Number Update

It was a great demo and we so appreciated
Alicia sharing her knowledge and expertise
with us on portrait painting. She has won
many awards on her portrait paintings. Visit
her website, www.afarris.com, for more
information on her artwork and workshops
she offers. Here is Alicia’s finished painting.

Diana Leszcz
Eugene O’Hara

Email Correction
Constance Schmidt
Address Correction
Lisa Douglas

Susan Pisoni
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The editor reserves the
right to limit the number,
size, and content of
advertising.

Copyright ©2022
by the Saint Louis
Watercolor Society.
The publishers reserve
the right to limit the
number, size, and
content of advertising.

Yuki Hall Workshop
Apr. 5-8, 2022
by Karen Papin

Yuki Hall inspired a
roomful of watercolorists
the first week of April. She
is a well organized,
patient, & kind teacher and
a master at watercolor.
This article is a summary of
her main points as
presented verbally and in
her
detailed
notes.
Quotation marks indicate those passages that
are directly from her notes she gave us.
Those notes are copyrighted.
One of her very first comments to all of us
was that if our painting didn't get into the
show, keep painting. More painting practice
creates better paintings.
“The aim of this workshop is to learn how
to transform an ordinary scene into an
atmospheric watercolor painting which will
deliver an emotional impact to the viewers.
A strong emphasis will be placed on the
importance of the pre-planning stage:
focusing on shapes, tonal value, edge quality
& color, as well as an economy of brush
strokes.”

Yuki paints primarily on rough watercolor
paper, letting the dry brush effect on rough
paper suggest something in the distance, that
light or sparkle. She doesn't use rough paper
for florals. One of her favorite grays is a mix
of cobalt blue, burnt sienna, & brown
madder. You can change the value & color
temperature by adding more of one
pigment. She may change the ratio of the
pigments, the timing of painting, & the
amount of moisture on her paper or in her
brush. She often dabs the ferrule of her brush
with a paper towel to wick away water but
not pigment.

“To produce a good watercolor painting,
particularly a painting with loose &
spontaneous appearance, requires solid
planning. Jumping into a painting by simply
copying what is in front of us & impulsively
splash & slosh paints on the paper only
produces a painting lacking the artist's
vision.”
To create a painting with good composition:
• Think abstract shapes rather than the
actual scene or object.
• Rearrange, add or delete. You are the
artist.
• Focus on large shapes first & a harmony
of light & dark shapes: Notan concept.
• Make shapes interesting & create variety.
• Connect shapes, especially small shapes
to make a bigger shape. Create interlocking
shapes like puzzle pieces.
• Link shapes to create a lead-in and a
passage within the painting.
Yuki spends quite a bit of time in her
planning stage. Techniques are important,
but watercolor painting is indeed a thinking
process. This is where she wants to solve
any issues & consider the shapes, value, &
edges. She suggests doing a simple value
study sketch with three or four values using
pencil or markers. Simplify the subject &
connecting shapes. She also likes to do a
monochromatic painting as a planning tool.
Using watercolor helps us to practice desired
edge quality & brush marks. We need to be
aware of paper moisture, brush moisture, &
pigment concentration, as well as when to
go into a wash & timing of brush work.
It is Yuki's style to paint in layers or a series
of planes rather than sections. “To create an
atmosphere of the scene it is imperative to
establish an illusion of three-dimensional
space on the two-dimensional paper.” Start
with the sky, then the earth & things on the
earth starting with those farthest away. Paint
beyond the boundary of shapes, don't just
color in the shape. Connect shapes & create
a linkage so the painting will have unity.
Remember perspective tools such as distance
are usually painted lighter & cooler with soft
edges, the earth gets darker as it comes
toward the foreground, texture works in the
foreground, keep the sky light unless the
painting is about a dark & stormy scene.
Four basic properties of color are: hue,
(Continued on page 5)
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value, intensity, & color temperature. We
need to decide if our painting will be mainly
cool or warm. It's important to establish the
color temperature dominance which will
bring a harmony in your painting. The color
temperature dominance is made better by
introducing a bit of the other color
temperature into the painting. “To keep the
transparency & freshness of watercolor, it is
important to learn to apply the paint on the
paper with as few strokes as possible. If too
many strokes are applied, watercolor soon
loses its freshness & your painting will start
to have an over-worked look.” Resist the
temptation to go back in. Say or indicate
what you want & leave it. Leave room for
the viewer's imagination. Be confident and
expressive with brushstrokes.
“Pen & wash technique is often used for
outdoor sketching to quickly capture the
mood & atmosphere of the scene. Because
marks made with pen ink become a major
part of the painting, there is very little work
left to do with brushes, reducing the risk of
overworking. When working with pen, it is
best to avoid drawing with rigid lines, which
lack character. The beauty of pen & wash is
most evident when executed with expressive
lines that reveal personality.” One can use a
thin line Sharpie or Micron 05, 08, or 10.
Try for expressive lines rather than straight.
Can use multiple lines. If you don't like the
line you just made, make a better line right
next to it. For value change, you can make
pen hatch marks. When applying the
watercolor wash, go beyond the pen lines.
Blend colors on the paper rather than always
on the palette. Keep wash light enough to
see the pen lines. Yuki made tea stained
paper for our ink sketches. She uses a strong
brew of regular tea & brushes it over most of
the paper, leaving an irregular border of
white paper. This completely dries before
the sketching.

Adding figures in landscapes and cityscapes
makes them more interesting and aids in the
understanding of the perspective. We will be

more successful with our figures if we:
• Make the head smaller rather than larger
& make it oval, not round.
• Keep the head to body ratio about 1:8
for an adult.
• Allow colors to flow within figure & to
other figures.
• Assume ground is level, the top of the
head of all figures will stay at about the
same level to have a correct perspective.
• Connect the shadow to the figure to
anchor the figure to the ground.
• Use negative painting for some
background figures.
• Use dry brush technique to suggest
movement of legs.
• Paint a group of people overlapping &
with merging colors.
• Indicate the direction of movement with
the direction of the body.

Yuki is very familiar with cities and city life
and loves painting it. She recommends the
following key points in painting cityscapes:
• Same as any other types of landscape,
look for a scene that has a background,
a middle ground, & a foreground.
• Simplify & edit when necessary.
• Yuki loves an interesting roof line or
lines, interlocking shapes like a puzzle.
Make it up if needed.
• Use perspective tools like road lines,
telephone wires or poles, fence,
windows, cars
• Include figures for interest & perspective.
• Aim for expressiveness, not neatness.
• Lavender (Holbein) & burnt sienna work
well for the opacity needed for the
background, make it a fuzzy appearance
• Raw umber is perfect for the light on a
building. The shadow can be painted on
top of part of it.
We all experienced success & challenges
during our workshop. Hopefully, we can
incorporate some of our new skills in our
next painting! Thank you, Yuki!
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Classes Offered
by Members
Daven Anderson
Gabriele Baber
Marilynne Bradley
Maureen Brodsky
Alicia Farris
Mirka Fetté
Jan Foulk
Carla Baron Giller
Janine Helton
Holly Horn
Spencer Meagher
Maggie McCarthy
Jean McMullen
Nancy Muschany
Shirley Nachtrieb
Georgia Purcell
Carol Savage
Mary Dee Schmidt
Judy Seyfert
Linda Wilmes

Please support
our sponsors’
fine products:
Artmart
BLICK Art Materials
Cheap Joe’s
Creative Catalysts, Inc.
Dixon Ticonderoga
Eric’s Watercolor
Frames
Golden Artist Colors,
Inc.
HK Holbein, Inc.
M. Graham & Co.
RAYMAR
Speedball
St. Louis Art Supply
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your membership lapse as it will terminate
your Signature status.

Show Your
Artwork
CJ Muggs offers an exhibition space for about 30
paintings, changed quarterly, with no entry fee
or commission.
You
may submit whatever
you wish (no themes)
but artwork must be
framed with Plexiglas
(no glass).

Please contact Mary
Berry
Friedman
to
participate.
Upcoming Change
Out Dates are:

BOARD ELECTION BALLOT

STLWS 2022 Workshops
Spencer Meagher
Sept 8—10

Priority for workshop registration will be
given to those members who renewed their
Saint Louis Watercolor Society membership
(or joined) by July 1, 2022. Workshops will
be opened to the public 30 days after they are
posted.
Additional workshop details and links to our
registration form are posted on our website,
stlws.org/workshops. Mail your form with
your $100 deposit if you want to hold your
place.

Saint Louis Watercolor
Society Membership
The Saint Louis Watercolor Society
membership is open to all persons over the
age of 17 and interested in water media on
paper. No initiation fee shall be required
for membership.
The
Saint
Louis
Watercolor Society is
joining artists around the
world to show our
support for the people of
Ukraine by posting and
exhibiting paintings of
sunflowers, their national
flower.
Near the end of February,
one of our members
suggested
that
we
challenge our group to
paint sunflowers and post
them on the Saint Louis
Watercolor Society group
facebook page, and then
exhibit them at CJ Muggs
in Webster Groves from
April 20 to July 20.

As Helen Mirren once
said, “I don’t think there’s
anything on this planet
Continued from page 6)
(Continued on page 7 side col.)

Annual dues are from July 1st of the current
year through June 30th of the next year.
Dues are $35, payable on July 1, and there
is no prorating of dues.
Download a membership application from
our website for mailing, or join online and
pay your dues with PayPal.
Please direct membership questions to Gina
Perkins at membership@stlws.org.

For changes in Membership
Information for the directory

please use the new Contact Us form on the
stlws.org website (mouse over the About Us
tab for drop down menu).

STLWS 2022-2023 Membership
Dues due July 1, 2022
You may pay for your dues online using the
stlws.org website, STLWS Shop tab, or you
may use the enclosed dues invoice sent with
printed newsletters and mail it in with your
check. Signature members please do not let

The STLWS Board Election Ballot is being
enclosed with printed newsletters. Go Green
members can vote online with form posted on
our blog. Members using a printed ballot,
please complete it and mail it in or bring it to
our membership meeting on May 18th.

Around Our Town Kudos
Rebecca Krutsinger’s painting, Across The
Way, was juried into The 45th International
Watermedia Exhibition by juror Soon Y.
Warren, in the Watercolor Art SocietyHouston. Entries were judged for awards on
Mar 5; the opening reception was on Mar 6,
and exhibition opens to the public in the
gallery at 1601 West Alabama, Houston, TX
on Mar 8 and runs through Mar 31.
Janine Helton’s painting, Cool Breeze, has
been accepted into the 47th Western
Federation of Watercolor Societies (WFWS)
Exhibition by juror Ian Stewart, AWS/NWS,
running from May 6 – Jun. 5 at the Fine Arts
Gallery, EXPO-NM, Albuquerque, NM.
Janine’s painting Pine Siskins was juried into
the San Diego Watercolor Society Winter
Triennial Exhibition by juror, Antonia Masi.
The exhibition was posted on the SDWS
website from Feb 15 thru Mar 15. Janine
and her painting are a part of the SDWS
inaugural exhibition for their new Triennial
series of online shows. Janine’s painting High
Noon was accepted in the 46th Annual
Transparent Watercolor Society of America
Exhibition by jurors Linda Kemp, CSPWC,
and Andy Evansen, TWSA, AWS, NWS. The
exhibition runs from May 7 to Aug. 7 at the
Kenosha Public Museum, Kenosha, WI.
Janine’s painting Self-Portrait was selected by
Juror Bev Jozwiak for inclusion in
Watercolor West’s 54th Annual International
Juried Exhibition, running from Jun. 25 to
Aug. 13 in Newport Beach, CA, and earned
Janine WW Signature status. Janine’s
painting All in a Day’s Work was accepted
into the Michigan Water color Society 2022
75th Annual Exhibition by Juror David
Becker, running from Jun. 4 to Jul. 2 at the
Ellen Kayrod Gallery in Detroit, MI. Janine’s
painting Bubbly was accepted into the 41st
Annual Adirondacks National Exhibition of
(Continued on page 7)
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American Watercolors 2022 by Juror
Ratindra Das, running from Aug. 6 to Sept.
25 at the View in Old Forge, NY.
Alicia Farris was honored to have her article,
Let it Flow, which discusses painting
watercolor on Yupo, published in the Winter
2022 issue of Watercolor Artist Magazine.
Alicia’s painting Skepticism was accepted in
the Western Federation of Watercolor
Societies Exhibition 2022 by juror Iain
Steward, running from May 6 to Jun. 4, at
the NM Fine Arts Gallery in Albuquerque,
NM; and with this acceptance Allicia earned
her WFWS signature membership.

Rebecca Krutsinger’s painting The Cat’s
Meow, Claudia Broom’s painting Amazing
Grace, and Marilynne Bradley's painting
Structure of Steel have been accepted into
the Georgia Watercolor Society’s 43rd
National Exhibition by juror Mark Mehaffey.
The exhibition runs from April 23 to June 3,
2022, at the The Oconee Cultural Arts
Foundation, Inc. (OCAF) in Watkinsville GA.
Arcade Contemporary Art Projects –
Webster University Gateway Campus hosted
an exhibition featuring Marilynne Bradley,
that opened on Mar 11. A retrospective of
the work of Marilynne Bradley, Straddling
the Line of Propriety, provided a unique
view of the artist’s career as a professional
who came of age in the 1950s and ‘60s and
vigorously continues to create today, as a
woman and mother, as well as the impact of
her career as an art teacher.
Karen Romani had work juried into the
“Inspired” Exhibit at the Cape Code Art
Center Galleries, on display from Feb 15 –
Mar 18, 2022.
Annette

McGarrahan

had

her

painting

Overflow accepted in the National
Watercolor Society’s Member Exhibition by
juror Tim Saternow. The exhibition runs
from May 3 – Jun 26 with the Opening on
May 5 at the San Pedro Art District First
Thursday from 6 to 9 p.m.
Constance

Schmidt had her painting
September Still accepted in the Webster Arts
exhibition “Small Works XV” at the Webster
Groves Public Library during the month of
March.
Anderson’s painting West Bank
Shortcut, Claudia Broom’s painting Comfort,
Daven

Janet Doll’s painting Tea Time, Janine
Helton’s painting Color Me Beautiful and
Rebecca Krutsinger’s painting A Lesson In
Waiting were accepted in the Illinois
Watercolor Society 38th National Exhibition
2022 by juror Michael Ireland. The
exhibition runs from Apr 30 to May 29 at
The Next Picture Show, A Fine Arts Center,
in Dixon IL.
The following STLWS members were
honored with awards in the Missouri
Watercolor Society’s 2022 Members’
Exhibition, judged by Janet Doll:
Special Award, Marilynne Bradley, Bridge
Reconstruction, $230 M Graham; Special
Award, Terry Lay, Well It’s Out There
Somewhere, $185 Winsor and Newton;
Special Award, Maggie McCarthy, Snow
Blanket, $175 Richeson; Special Award,
Mirka Fetté, Fast Fowl, $100 Blick;
Honorable Mention, Young-Sook Friton,
Shima Nishiki/Tree Peony, $50 Blick;
Honorable Mention, Shirley Nachtrieb, Sea
of Green, $50 Blick; Honorable Mention,
Barbara Martin Smith, Poppies, $50;
Honorable Mention, Gretchen Gackstatter,
Child of the World, $50; Honorable
Mention, Ward Gillespie, New York Street
Scene, $50; Honorable Mention, Linda
Wilmes, Garden Spot, $50; Honorable
Mention, James Willmore, Ste Chappelle
Glow from Within, $50.
Alicia Farris’s painting Behind the Shades and
Janine Helton’s painting Don’t Let Go were
juried into The 45th Annual Southern
Watercolor Society Exhibit by juror, Ken
Call, AWS, NWS, MTWS, MOWS, IWS.
Alicia’s painting won the Jack Richeson &
Co. #3 Award and Janine’s painting won the
Creative Catalyst Award. This is Alicia’s
third acceptance in the Southern Watercolor
Society annual juried exhibition and earns
her signature membership. The exhibition
will be on display in all three galleries of
ArtCenter Manatee from April 12th through
May 13 . Bradenton, FL
th

Jan Foulk, Suzanne Galli Koenen, Margaret
M. "Maggie" McCarthy, Barbara S.
McCormack, Annette McGarrahan, Mary
Riney, Joyce Rothermich, Lee Walter, and
Linda S. Wilmes were juried into “Fluid III:
Exploring Watercolor” by juror Shirley
Nachtrieb at Framations Custom Framing &
Art Gallery, running Apr. 23 to Jul. 5.

Our Congratulations to You All!
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that more trumpets life
than the sunflower.
That’s because of the
reason behind its name.
Not because it looks like
the sun but because it
follows the sun. During
the course of the day,
the head tracks the
journey of the sun across
the sky. A satellite dish
for sunshine. Wherever
light is, no matter how
weak, these flowers will
find it. And that’s such
an admirable thing. And
such a lesson in life.”
Among other things,
these flowers represent
optimism, peace and
longevity, which we all
wish for the strong
people of Ukraine.
This exhibit represents
our solidarity with the
Ukrainian people and
serves
as
hope
for peace.
by Mirka Fetté

BOARD
OPENINGS
The STLWS is still in
need of volunteers for
two of its Board
Positions:
Publicity, &
1 Exhibits Co-Chair
Please consider serving
on the Board (the
positions have a 2 year
term).
If you are interested in
taking one of our open
positions, please contact
Mirka Fetté at
president@stlws.org
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PO Box 16893
St. Louis, MO 63105

DATES & TIMES 2022
May 7—STLWS Annual Juried Exhibition closes.
May 10—14, 10 a.m.—6 p.m. - retrieval of paintings in the
STLWS Annual Juried Exhibition at Norton’s Fine Art & Framing.
May 12 ,9 a.m. to 4 p.m., - STLWS’ members Spring Retreat at
Shaw Nature Reserve—Carriage House (by paid reservation).
May 18, 7 p.m. - membership meeting; Nancy Avdoian will
give a demonstration on Yupo paper.
July 1—STLWS 2022-2023 membership dues are due.
Sept 8 - 10 - Spencer Meagher Workshop at Isabee’s
Beekeeping Supplies, 765 Gravois Rd, Fenton, MO 63026 .
Updates to events between newsletters will be posted on the
website’s Calendar page.

Our meetings are held at the First Congregational Church of
Webster Groves on the corner of Lockwood and Elm from
7:00-9:00 pm on the 3rd Wednesday of the month in the
Kishlar Room, on the 2nd floor of the building, from
September thru May (except Dec).
The building is equipped with an elevator.
Parking is available in the front lot off S. Elm Ave.
In case of inclement weather conditions, please check your
email for our notice of cancellations of any meetings or
activities. Members without email will be called by 3 p.m.
the day of the event.
Note: Until the pandemic risk lessens, members are asked
to wear medical grade masks to our meetings.

